Introduction
Radio, television, and theme park-style spectacle were instrumental components in legitimizing a tripartite domestic configuration of rule that integrated state institutions, labor, and private industry as well as an international economic order based on the principles of free trade and finance. By 1965, however, tensions embedded in these configurations of power became apparent as increased outbursts of activism among African-Americans, students, and women took shape at home while struggles against American deployments of military force erupted overseas. Though not fully apparent at the time, these disruptions were harbingers of a dramatic change to global order. Newer and more potent socioeconomic forces were arriving on the scene that would soon trigger a collapse of the postwar consensus and threaten the viability of the American Empire.
These changes in socioeconomic and political relations were made possible in part by the momentous advancements in information technologies and organization. The rise of computing technology and the internationalization of communications created a more decentralized and networked environment that increasingly mediated the way individual human beings interacted with each other. For the United States, this meant a slow but profound transformation from an industrial nation of manufacture into a postindustrial nation of information where the machines of the factory floor yielded to the computers of the suburban office park. As explained by David Harvey, the shift to an economy of information networks and post-Fordist production spawned new social groups that shook-up the compromises of post-World War II society and sparked new configurations of power at both the domestic and international level that included "forms of state sovereignty, divisions of labor, social relations, welfare provisions, technological mixes, ways of life and thought, reproductive activities, and attachments to the land and habits of the heart."
American Empire and the Arsenal of Entertainment
The emerging information society featured an advanced industrialism based on what Daniel Bell labeled the "knowledge industry" of abstract theoretical analysis and information production, including such disciplines as research, marketing, communications-and most important for this analysis-entertainment. 2 The social and economic transformations experienced by the United States during this period bore certain similarities to those witnessed by Great Britain beginning in 1815. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, a nascent class of bourgeoisie and industrial laborers used the new technologies of the early Industrial Revolution to reconstruct a domestic political order in Great Britain that served as the foundation of the British Empire. These changes helped make Great Britain the leading nation of the world and provided the launching pad for a century of imperial expansion. Beginning in the 1960s, new groups of professionals, administrators, technocrats, and performers rose to prominence in the United States and tapped into the transformative nature of a budding information revolution to reconfigure new and more contingent coalitions of rule.
The consequences for putting the world on the path to a knowledge economy were profound. The first of these had to do with the expansion of global communications networks that compressed time and space and brought the sights and sounds of distant information or events onto the radios, television, and increasingly, computer terminals of the local home or office. In terms of material production, this meant the first steps in the globalization of industry where manufacturing operations concentrated in one country were fragmented into separated parts and scattered around the world to take advantage of lower labor costs or looser regulations available overseas. The addition of substantial amounts of research investment, advanced computing technology, and global coordination meant, "Product output is diversified, scales are reduced, and production becomes more flexible." 3 In the realm of finance, the changes were even more significant. Money was becoming far easier to move from point to point around the world and investors could seek greater returns for their investments overseas-often by financing the reconstruction of industrial assets outside more developed zones. Here again, the application of computer technologies and research capabilities played a key role, as bankers created evermore complicated financial instruments built to hedge against the inherent risk of overseas investment in the developing world. 4 The transformation in the assemblage of economic forces coincided with the rearrangement of social-and political-class tension and the need to forge new governing coalitions among them. Whereas the traditional form of class antagonism observable during the previous century and a half took on a bifurcated shape with an industrial bourgeoisie defending its privileged position in society from a numerically superior working class, the newer antagonisms of the late industrial era saw these tensions obscured behind social and cultural conflicts that shook up the traditional lines of class
